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Power Unleashed 

 

 It’s April 1
st
, which means (among other things) that it is nearing the end of avalanche 

season in the Rocky Mountains.  Although there was only one avalanche fatality in Colorado this 

past winter, 19 people died in avalanches in the United States.  An avalanche is extremely 

dangerous of course because if you are caught in the path of massive amounts of snow and ice 

tumbling down the steep mountain peaks with such force that they destroy everything in their 

path, there isn’t a whole lot that you can do about it.  You can’t out run it, you can’t overpower 

it, you can’t hold it back. 

 Of course avalanches are not the only natural weather phenomenon that can unleash an 

incredible amount of power.  In fact, this is now tornado season in many parts of the country. 

Tornadoes have been known to rip giant trees out of the ground, disintegrate buildings, toss 

vehicles through the air, and cut paths through the earth leaving piles of debris in their wake.  

You get out of the way when a tornado is coming; you can’t hold it back.  Wild fires that rage 

throughout the United States get so hot they can reach over 1400 degrees Fahrenheit and spread 

at almost 13 miles per hour over grasslands and dry forests.  When a wild fire is in the area 

people have to evacuate; they can’t hold it back.  Hurricanes level entire coastal towns, bury 

islands under water, and can devastate a country’s infrastructure in a single pass with winds that 

reach 180+ miles per hour and waves that climb 100 ft. in height.  There are plenty of people that 

stack sand bags and board up windows and take many other precautionary measures to salvage 

their property and their lives when a hurricane is imminent, but wherever the center of that 

tropical storm sweeps across the surface of the earth, it can’t be held back.  If these 

overpowering acts of nature cannot possibly be held back by anyone in this world, then who 

would be able to hold back the God who creates and controls them all?  

 Pontius Pilate thought he would try.  The Roman governor stationed in Jerusalem during 

the time of Jesus’ death decided (at the advice of the Jewish leaders) that he was going to try to 

hold Jesus and his promises back on Easter Sunday morning.  Not surprisingly, it didn’t work.  

Because nothing can hold back the Lord.  But here’s what Pontius Pilate and the Jewish leaders 

attempted to do on Saturday morning anway: 

 The next day, the one after Preparation Day, the chief priests and the Pharisees 

went to Pilate. "Sir," they said, "we remember that while he was still alive that deceiver 

said, 'After three days I will rise again.' So give the order for the tomb to be made secure 

until the third day. Otherwise, his disciples may come and steal the body and tell the people 

that he has been raised from the dead. This last deception will be worse than the first." 

"Take a guard," Pilate answered. "Go, make the tomb as secure as you know how." So 

they went and made the tomb secure by putting a seal on the stone and posting the guard. 

 

No Contest 

 

 The Jewish leaders knew what Jesus had promised, but they didn’t believe it would 

actually happen.  Instead they were afraid that his disciples would try to steal the body under the 

cover of darkness as a ploy to convince people that a resurrection had really taken place.  And so 

they were determined to do everything they could to keep that from happening.  They posted a 

detachment of soldiers so that anyone who showed up uninvited would be turned away.  They 

placed the official seal of the Roman governor on the edge of the tomb so that anyone who even 

thought about going inside would be deterred by the consequences of breaking that emblem 

pressed into wax.  And of course there was a massive boulder that had been rolled in front of the 

entrance as well – a rock big enough that the women who visited the tomb on Sunday morning 



weren’t quite sure how they were going to get in because it was much too large for them to roll 

away.  A stone, a seal, and soldiers.  This was going to prevent any trickery from happening at 

that grave site for at least three days.  This was going to hold Jesus’ promises back.  No it wasn’t. 

 Jesus rose from the dead anyway!  He took up his life again and came out of that grave 

without disturbing anything that Pontius Pilate and the Jewish leaders had set in place.  Jesus 

didn’t need his disciples to sneak past the soldiers somehow and steal his body the night before.  

Jesus didn’t need someone to break the official Roman seal without getting caught.  Jesus didn’t 

need the stone rolled away so that he could get out.  Now the stone was certainly rolled away and 

the seal was definitely broken and the guards were unquestionably subdued, but not so that Jesus 

could get out of the tomb.  All of these things happened so that everyone else could look in.  

Jesus was able to rise from the dead on his own, but he wanted everyone else to know that 

nothing could hold him back.  Here’s what happened early Sunday morning: 

 There was a violent earthquake, for an angel of the Lord came down from heaven 

and, going to the tomb, rolled back the stone and sat on it. His appearance was like 

lightning, and his clothes were white as snow. The guards were so afraid of him that they 

shook and became like dead men. The angel said to the women [who had come to the 

tomb], "Do not be afraid, for I know that you are looking for Jesus, who was crucified. He 

is not here; he has risen, just as he said. Come and see the place where he lay” (Matthew 

28:2-6). 

 The soldiers couldn’t hold Jesus back from doing what he promised; in fact, their legs 

collapsed under them in the face of one of his angels!  The seal couldn’t hold Jesus back from 

doing what he promised; the authority of God overruled the impression of a 1
st
 century signet 

ring.  The stone couldn’t hold Jesus back from doing what he promised; the earthquake that 

announced the arrival of the angel sent from heaven who brushed aside that little stone showed 

just how pointless it was to close up the entrance to this particular grave.  Nothing could hold 

Jesus down that day.  Nothing could hold Jesus away from those he loved.  Nothing could hold 

Jesus back.  Nothing ever will. 

 

Always Coming Through for You 

 

 I was talking to a Christian man a few years ago who was struggling a little bit with his 

faith and his confidence in the Lord’s promises.  He had done something in his past that was 

certainly not good and he still had to live with the consequences of his actions.  He was upset 

with what he had done and didn’t know how he would ever be able to be worthy enough to serve 

the Lord in any capacity because of his sin.  “What sin?” I asked.  “You mean that one sin out of 

the millions of sins that Jesus died for?  You mean that one sin out of the billions upon billions of 

sins throughout the world that Jesus sacrificed himself for?  You mean that one sin out of the 

innumerable sins that Jesus left in the grave when he rose from the dead?  You don’t ever need to 

worry yourself about that one sin ever again because Jesus doesn’t.  He’s taken care of it and 

he’s moved on.”  I’m not sure if this man still struggles with what he had done, but he doesn’t 

have to.  And you don’t either.  Because what Jesus promised that man years ago is what he 

promises you you every day. 

 Nothing you do can possibly hold Jesus back from forgiving you.  Nothing you do can 

possibly hold Jesus back from loving you.  Nothing you do can possibly hold Jesus back from 

carrying out his promises for you: and his promises include protecting you, providing for you, 

strengthening you, caring for you, and guaranteeing you a place in heaven because of the 

sacrifice he made for you on the cross and the victory he secured for you out of the tomb.  



Nothing can stop him from doing what he promises to do, no matter how big of sin it seems to 

be. 

 And we’ve been responsible for some big ones, haven’t we?  We all have our own 

growing collection of past incidents that still haunt us from time to time.  And then add to that 

some unfortunate personality traits and ongoing internal struggles and a whole slew of issues that 

we don’t want anyone else to know about… and who we are can sometimes seem almost too 

much to handle!  And we will all continue to have those moments of weakness when we stumble 

all over again again and those days of frustration when we can’t seem to get anything right and 

those dark nights staring up at the ceiling when we are overloaded with guilt from another day 

gone by.  And little sparks of doubt start to jump around in our heads as we think, “Is this finally 

too much?  Have I finally gone too far?  Are there just too many sins and too much garbage for 

the Lord to bother with me anymore?  Have I gone past the point of no return?”  No.  You are 

never past the point of no return.  You are never too far away.  You are never too deep into it.  

You are never too far gone.  Because remember: nothing can hold Jesus back!  His forgiveness 

covers everything!  His grace stretches to the ends of the earth and back!  His love penetrates 

even the deepest darkest shadows of your life and brings you out into the dawn.  Nothing can 

hold Jesus back – not sin, not guilt, not fear, not even death. 

 And that of course is why we’re here this morning: to celebrate Jesus’ victory over death 

even though no one expected what happened on Easter Sunday morning to happen.  Jesus had 

predicted his resurrection from the dead and specified that it was going to occur exactly three 

days after his death, but no one thought it was actually come true!  Pontius Pilate blew it off, the 

Jewish leaders thought it was a ruse, the citizens of Jerusalem scoffed at the claim, even Jesus’ 

own followers didn’t comprehend what Jesus could do and what Jesus would do.  But Jesus 

promised to beat death.  And so that’s what he did because nothing can hold him back.  And if 

Jesus’ own death couldn’t hold him back, your death doesn’t stand a chance. 

 Your death won’t hold Jesus back either.  At the very moment your life ends on this 

earth, he will take you immediately to heaven where everyone else who believed in Jesus as their 

Savior is already experiencing a perfect Paradise.  Jesus will not let death end you.  He will not 

let death have the final say.  Jesus has the final say!  And we know that Jesus will always have 

the last word because of the event we are celebrating today: the guards fell down, the seal split, 

the rock was rolled away, and Jesus shattered death.  He shattered his death, he shattered your 

death, he shattered death for all people of all time because now Jesus lives.  But he doesn’t just 

live; he lives for you. 

 Every day of your life on this earth Jesus lives for you.  Keep that in mind as you come 

across some hairy situations in your life.  Keep that in mind as you face some difficult problems 

and heart breaking circumstances and some seemingly insurmountable difficulties in this world.  

Jesus lives for you and nothing can hold him back!  You have a better chance at holding back an 

avalanche with the palm of your hand than anything has a chance at holding back your Lord!  

You have a better chance at holding back a tornado with a leash or a wild fire with a drop of 

water or a hurricane with the breath of your mouth than anything has a chance at holding back 

the powerful love of your Lord!  Nothing can stop him!  Nothing has ever stopped him!  Nothing 

ever will!  Soldiers, a seal, a stone, rapid crowds, religious leaders, government officials, sin, 

hell, death… no problem.  Because nothing – nothing! – can hold Jesus back.  And now that he 

lives, your Lord promises that nothing will ever be able to hold him back from you. 

 Amen. 


